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A Vehicle Use Forecasting Model Based on
Revealed and Stated Vehicle Type Choice

and Utilisation Data

By Thomas E Golob, David S. Bunch
and David Brownstone*

1. Introduction
~as research describes a new model of household vehicle use behavlour by type of
vehicle. Forecasts of future velucle emissions, including potential gains that might be
attributed| omtroducUons ofalternaUve-fuel (clean-fuel) vehicles, cntmally depend upon
the ability to forecast vehicle-miles travelled by the fuel type, body style and raze, and
wntage of the vehicle.

Households acqmre vebacles to satasfy both the transport needs and the preferences of
household members Consequently, vehicle use by type of vehicle can be consldered to
ee a function of three categories of variables" (1) household characteristics, (2) principal
dr~ver char actenstics, and (3) characteristics of the vehicle itself Examples of household
charactert ~ttcs are income, residential locatmn, number of vehicles, number of hcence-
holders, number of workers, and number of household members by age group.

Use of a specific vehicle depends heavily on winch household licence-holder typically
drives the vehicle, that is, the principal clnver. Importantprmcipal driver characteristics
mclucle age, gender and employment status Workers, young people and males are likely
m drive more, as demonstrated m the models of Hensher (1985), Hensher et al. (!992),
Mannering (1983), Mannering and Winston (1985) and Tram (1986)

* Thomas F Golob Institute of Transportauon Studies, Umvers]ty ofCahforma, Irvme
David S Bunch Graduate School of Management, Umverslty of Calfforma, Dav~s
Dawd Brownstone Department of Economlcs, Umverslty of California, Irvme

This research xs part of a project to develop a model system to forecast demand for clean-fuel vehicles m
Calfforma, sponsored by Southern Cahfomm FAlson Company and the Cahforma Energy Commissmn The
authors thank thelr colleagues who have made the researchreported here possible Jane Torous, Weipmg Ren
and Seyoung Kan of the University of Cahforma, Irvme, Rymchl Katamura of the Umverslty of Cahforma,
[)avis, and Kyoto Umverslty and Mark Bradtey of the Bradley Research and Consulting Group Ernest
N orales, Richard Rice and Debbie Brodt of Southern Cahforma E&son Co., and Gary Occhluzzo and Mike
J~ske of the Calfforma Energy Comrmsslon have also worked diligently on behalf of the project. The authors
are solely responsible for the views expressed here and for any remaining errors
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Use is also affected by vehicle characteristics, such as vet’acle age (vintage). operating
and capital costs, passenger and cargo capacity, and body style. Moreover, alternatave-
fuel vetacles are distingtushed by velucle attributes that potenUally have an important
influence on patterns of use. Examples include: linuted range between refuelhng, coupled
wath lim.tted fuel availability; or the necessity to refuel or recharge the vetncle at home
overnight. D~fferences between convenUonal-fueI and alternaUve-fuel vehicles in terms
off-ael costs, cargo capacaty, performance and image are also expected to influence vehicle
use (van Wissen and Golob, 1992)

Applying a vehicle-type use model m travel demand forecasts requires obtaining or
developing forecasts of all the model’s exogenous variables. The first category of
varlables, household charaetertsttcs, can be readily forecast using census data or house-
hold sociodemograptuc models used in regaonal planmng For example, the model
developed here as part ofa nucrosimulataon forecasting system (Brownstone et aL, 1994,
Bunch et at., 1995) that as driven by a competang-nskhazard model of changing household
demograptucs (Kazirni, 1994, 1995; Kazlml and Brownstone, 1995)

Forecasts of the second category of varmbles, charactensUcs of the principal drtver,
are problematic for multi-vehicle households, and also for smgle-vel~cle households with
more than one hcence-holder. For such households, modethng vehicle use behawour
involves all~aUng vehtcles to licence-holders m order to satisfy their acUvxty needs
(Golob et aL, 1995) In add~Uon, ~t revolves d~stributmg total travel among the vehicle-
and licence-holders. While, m principle, only forecasts ofhouseholcl and vebacle charac-
tensUcs are needed to forecast vebacle use for smgle-velucle households w~th only one
hcence-holder, exogenous forecasts of the characterisUcs of the principal driver of each
velucle m multi-vebacle and multt-dnver households are needed. To address ttus assue, the
models described here samultaneously incorporate alIocataon of hcence-holders to vetn-
cles along w~th vehicle utihsation

Finally, exogenous forecasts of household vel~acle holdings by type of vehzcle are
obtainable using vehtcle-type choice models, such as those developed by Lave and Train
(1979), Manska and Sherman (1980), Hensher and Manefield (1982), Hocherman et aL
(1983), Berkovec (1985), Hensher and Le Plastner (1985), Marmermg and Winston
(1985), Tram (1986), McCarthy and Tay (1989) and Hensher et al (1992). Such vehicle-
type choice models are based on vel-acle holdings and transacUons data (so-called
"revealed-preference", or RP, mc~lels), Because consumers do not have e×penence with
alternative-fuel vehicles that are likely to be available an 1998 and beyond, a vebacle-type
choice model based on stated preference (SP) data ~s reqmred to forecast demand for these
new vehicle types (see, for e×ample, Bunch et al., 1993; or Golob et al., 1993). One such
model (Brownstone et al., 1995) is being coupled with the use models described m this
paper to forecast alternative-fuel vehicle use for the State of Cahforma.

These models are similar to previous models of vehicle allocation and use in multi-
vehicle households (Mannenng, 1983; Hensher, 1985, Tram, 1986; and Hensher et aL,
1992) in that separate equaUons with correlated error terms are developed for each vehicle
in the household. However, this research chffers from prewous stuches because there are
additional equations describing the most ~mportant charactenstacs of the principal driver
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of each veincle. Although these characteristics cannot be readily forecast for use in a
rmcroslrnulaUon system, they can be "solved out" of the problem; reduced-form equatmns
,are developed for forecasting purposes through a structural specification of veincle
allocation to drivers. Another unique feature ~s that the models use both RP and SP data
smmltaneously. In other words, the models are esUmated with a mix of RP and SP
observations, mal~ng the models sensitive to attributes associated with future alternative-
fuel vebacles.

The current version of the models takes the household’s vehicle holdings (both the
immber of vehicles and the vehicle types) as Dven. Tins model structure is theoretically
unappealing (as described in Golob etal, 1995) because a household’s anticipated travel
behawour is likely to influence its velucle choices If the error terms of the veincle choice
model and the vehicle use model are correlated, the parameter estimates will be b~ased.
One approach is to apply a linear correctaon term mvolwng a transformaUon of predicted
vehicle choice probabihties to the veincle use model to account for self-select~wty bias
,(McFaddea etal., 1985; Marmenng and Winston, 1985; Train, t986, Hensher et al.,
t 992). Emplncally, however, the selectlv~ty correcttons apphed m utilisataon models to
,~ccount for endogenelty bias have not had substanUaI effects on esumation results (Tram,
1986, Hensher, 1992) More complex models, including dtrectjo~m estimation of choice
and use, are planned for future research

2. Data
’Ihe data are from a 1993 survey conducted using geographically straUfied pure random
digit dialling° The survey, covenng most of urbardsed Califorrda (excluding San D~ego
County), contained three distract components, as described m Brownstone etai. (1994)
and Golob etal. (1995) An ~mUal computer-aided telephone mterwew (CA’H) coliected
inforrnatio a on household structure, vehicIe inventory, housing characteristics, employ-
merit data, commuting for all workers and students, and talon’nation about the intended
next veincIe transacUon. These CATI data were then used to produce a customised postal
quesUonna~re winch asked detatled quesUons about each household member’s commut-
ing and ve~acle use The questionnazre also contained two SP (stated preference) veincle-
type choice experiments for each household, the responses to winch were collected m the
third part of the survey, a follow-on CATI survey.

Each of the SP experiments described three hypothetacal vehicles m terms of attributes
such as body type, fuel type, refuelhng range, purchase price, and so on. These
hypothetic~d vehicles included both alternalave-fuel and petrol vehicles. Attribute de-
scriptions were vaned according to an experimental design. For attributes related to body
t~)e and purchase price, canchdate levels m the design were custonused to be consistent
with the types of vehicles that households mdacated an interest m for their next intended
,~einclepurchase, mordertomakethechoicetaskmorerealisUc and relevant Households
were asked to choose their preferred vehicle and indicate whether the chosen veincle
would replace an erasrJng household vehicle (and, if so, winch one) or be added to the
household lleet. The questionnaire was custonused so that the choices were characterised
as transacUons relauve to the household’s current vetucle holdings.
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Vehicle use SP questions followed the choice experiment. The questions on use asked
the household to assign princlpal drivers to each vetucle m the new veNcle fleet (including
the SP chosen vehicle), and to mchcate how many miles per year the chosen vebacle was
likely to be drlven. The flow of the survey ensured that respondents first reported the
pnncipal drivers and patterns of use for their current veNctes before performing the SP
task, allowing them to make reformed judgements based on tl~s mformaUon, as well as
their own perceptions of principal driver and vehicle characteristics. Tfus approach
allowed each completed survey to prowde both RP and SP measures of annual vehicle-
miles travelled that could be jointly analysed m an appropriate model structure. The SP
observaUons had the potential to provide data on the effect of alternative-fuel vehicle
attributes on annual vehicle-nules travelled.

Of the 7,387 households wbach completed the ~mtial CAT[ survey, 66 per cent, or 4,747
households, successfully completed the postal pomon of the survey. A comparison with
census data reveals that the sample is shghtly biased towards home-owmng larger
households with higher incomes, and weights are being developed to balance the sample
to the known population (Brownstone et aI., 1994). An unweighted sample is used here.

The breakdown of the 4,747 households by vehicle ownersl~p level was: 1 per cent
zero vetacles, 34 per cent one vetncle, 47 per cent two veI~cles, 13 per cent three veh~cies;
and 5 per cent four or more vehicles Of the one-vehicle househokts, 75 per cent had one
driver, w~le 25 per cent had two or more drivers. Thus, approximately 73 per cent of the
sample households were e~ther multi-vehacle or single-vehicle/multi-driver, where driver
allocation behaviour Is relevant

The model varaables are chwded into three groups (1) behav~ourai vehicle use
characteristics, capturing the ways in wbach households use their velucles, (2) physical
vehicle charactenstics; and (3) household structural characteristics. Vebacie use for each
household’s vehicles (RP use data) is self-reported m terms of"How many rmles per year
~s this vehicle dnven’~" It would be more accurate to calculate annual use from vehicle
odometer reachngs one year apart, but such data are not avmlable m a cross-sectional
survey. Vetucle use for the hypothetical future vetncles (SP use data) was collected
through a series of questaons aslang how many miles the vehicle selected m a choice
experiment would be driven each week, and who in the household would typically use the
chosen vebacle to commute to work or school.

Because these models are being used m conjunction with a tbrecastmg system, the
household van ables selected were h mated to those produced by the avail able demographic
forecastang model. The variable "mean age of household heads" was computed as the
mean of the ages of partners m househoIds including spouses, or the age of the single
parent or person who can be identified as the major income-earner. The dummy variable
"household heads are retired" is set to one if one or both household heads are retired and
neither household head is employed or temporarily unemployed (it ~s poss~Ne that another
person, perhaps a grown child, ~s employed m such a household).

Separate models are developed for singte-vetncle households and multi-vehicle
households. The two sample sizes are: 2,260 smgle-vebacte observations, made up of
households currently hot&ng one vetucle (RP data) mad households en&ng up with one
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Table I
Endogenous Variables for Each Vehtcle

T F Oolob et al

Vanable Acronym

Natural log of vehicle-miles travelled per year
Age of pnn,zlpal driver m years
Gender of principal driver (0 = male, 1 = female)
Employment status of prmclpal driver (I = working)

Lnfvlvrr)
Driver Age
I)nver Gender
Driver Empl. St

Table 2
Exogenous Variables for Each Vehicle

Variable Acronym

VehMe age (m years from 1993)
Vehicle ela~s dumrraes (12), base = luxury class

Mml class
Subcompact cat class
Compact car class
Mld-s~ze or full-size car class
Full-size (standard) car class
Sports car
Compact p~ckup truck
Full-size (standard) pickup truck
Mmlvan (compact van)
Full-size (standard) van
Compact sport utility vehicle
Full-size (standard) sport utlhty vehicle

Operating cost per mile (¢)
Elecmc veb lcle (dummy)
Range betx~een refuelhng m wales

Vehicle Age

Type Mm~
Type Subcompact
Type Compact
Type Mid-sine
Type Full-slze
Type Sports Car
Type Small Truck
Type Std Truck
Type Mmlvan
Type Van
Type Compact SUV
Type Full-stze SUV
Operating Cost
Electric Vehicle
Range

velncle after the SP choice task, and 3,150 multi-vehicle observations, made up of
households currently holding two or more vetucles (RP data) and households enchng rap
wlth two or more vehicles after the SP choice task (In adchtion, a model of third-vehicle
use was developed using a sample of 445 households wah three or more vetucles, but tins
model is not reported here.) Each of the samples consists of households with known type
and vintage of their current velncle (single-vehicle sample), or no missing data on the
newest two vetnctes m their fleet (multi-vetncle sample). It ~s also required that there 
no missing data on the age, sex and employment status of the principal drivers of each of
these vehicles.
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Table 3
Exogenous Variables. Household Characteristics

Variable Acronym

Household membership variables
Total number of household members > 15 years
Number of chgdren m household aged 0 to 5
Number of household members aged 16-20
Total number of children (all ages) m household
Household is a couple (dummy)

Household income less than $31,000 (dummy)
Household income more than $60 000
Household head(s) are retired (dummy)
Mean age of household heads
Total Number of workers in household
Household has three or more vehicles (dummy)

No 16+ Yr Olds
No less than 5 Yrs Old
No 16-20 Yr Olds
Total Children
Couple HH
Income < $31k
Income > $60k
Retired HH
Ave Age of Heads
No Heads Working
3+ Vehlcle HH

3. Specification

3.1 Partition of the variables into endogenous and exogenous sets
A ~sUngms~ng feature ofttus research 1s the endogenous treatment of driver allocation
behaviour. In order to avoid olmtted-var!ables bias, velficIe-mites travelled (VMT) 
specified as a functaon of pnnclpal driver charactensUcs, in addmon to exogenous
household and vebacle-type charactenstms However, principal driver charactermtics are
also specified as a function of the exogenous variables Tlus allows the principal driver
characteristics, for which no exogenous forecasts are available, to be replaced by their
pre&ctors m the final forecasting equaUons

There are four endogenous variables for each vehicle These are hsted m Table 1. In
the mulU-velucle case, household vehicles are arranged so that the newest of the vehtcles
is defined as "velucle 1", described by the first four endogenous variables and the first
group of velucle-type exogenous variables The second-newest vehicle is defined as
"vebacle 2", and It is describ~ by the last four endogenous variables and the last group
of veNcle-type variables If two vebacles are of the same vintage, the order of listing by
the respondent Is preserved

The exogenous vanables m each model are divided into two Nocks° physical vebacle
characteristics and household claaractenstics The first block, listed m Table 2, ~s made up
of 16 physical vetucle charactensUcs for each vebacle

The second block of exogenous variables ~s composed of up to eleven household
characteristacs Tlus hst ~s reproduced w~th associated acronyms for further reference m
Table 3. The dummy variable for three or more velucles is used only m the two-vehicle
model. These variables, together with the driver characteristic variables hsted m Table 1,
were selected on the bas~s of published vebacle use model results (Mannering, 1983;
Hensher, 1985; Mannering and Winston, 1985; Hensh-er and Smith, 1986, Trmn, 1986,
Golob, 1990; Hensher et at, 1992).
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3.2 The structural equation model form
The standard structural equations model (without latent variables) Is given 

y-By+rx+~ (I)
where y is an m × 1 column vector of endogenous variables, andx is an n × 1 column vector
ofexogerous variables. The structural parameters are the lements of the matrices.

B = matrix of causal links among the endogenous variables,
(mxm)

and
F=

(m xn)
matrix of direct causal (regressmn) effects from the n exogenous variables to the
m endogenous variables

The error term parameters are the elements of the variance co-matrix:
= E(~’) = symmetric vanance-covariance matrix of the unexplained, or unique,

(m x m) po~ons of the endogenous variables

For identificataon of system (I), B must be chosen such that (I - 13) is non-singular,
where I d~notes the identity matrix of dimension m.

The total effects of the endogenous variables on each other are glven by
H = (I - B)-I - I. (2)

The to~Ial effects of the exogenous variables on the endogenous variables in a structural
equations model of this type are g~ven by

T = (I - B)-I F, (3)
whmh are the parameters of the reduced-form equaUons.

3.3 Divisi, on of the problem into separate models
Comparisons of sample sizes with the number of vanab|es and potential number of
parameters revealed that separate models could be developed for smgle-vehicle house-
holds and for two-veNcle households However, the number of households with three or
more vehtcles was insuffmlent for the development of a dedicated three-vehicle model.
The aI~emat~ve was to expand the two-vehicle model to cover households with two or
more veNctes, and to add a third-veNcle model for households with three or more
vehicles It n~ght be preferable to model utthsation of three velucles s~multaneously, but
the expansion of the present structural equation system to 12 endogenous variables and
up to 58 exogenous variables (16 for each vehicle plus 10 household variables) is not
feasible wRh the present data The use of a Third-Vehicle Model (not reported here), with
only 4 enciogenous and 26 exogenous variables, is a pragmatlc solutaon to the problem.

The Two-Vehicle Model. covenng the two newest vebacles in multi-veNcle house-
holds, is the most complex, and its specificataon ~s described here in detail. The Single-
Vehicle Model is a simplification of the Two-Vehicle Model

3.4 Specification of the Two-Vehicle Model
Each model spec~ficatton can be subchvlded into: endogenous effects given by the B
matrix in equation system (I); exogenous effects (the r matrix); and error-term variance-
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Table 4
Two- Vehtcle Model

Postulated Direct Effects Between Endogenous Variables
(posture effects denoted by +, negative effects denoted by -)

Influencing Variable

Influenced Ln Driver Driver IMver Ln Driver Driver Driver
variable (VMT~) Age1 Gender1 Empl StI ,(VMT2) Age2 Gender2 Empl. St2

Ln
(VMTO

Driver

Age1

Drlver
Age2

Driver

Gender2

~3,2 (-)

~7,3 = 133,7

~6,4 ~ ~2,8

~g,4 ---- 64,8

63.7(-)

6~.6 = I~I 2 65.7 = f~i.3

~7,6 = ~3 2

65 8 ~ ~1,4

covariances (the ~P matrix) Ttns specificaUon is ba.ged on the structure of the RP (revealed
preference) utihsatlon model developed m Golob et al. (1995), but the present model
extfiblts additional features p~-’ticularly related to joint SP-RP estimaUon.

The postulated causal relatlonships among the endogenous variables are shown m
Table 4 There are two types of direct effects: wlthin-ve!ncle effects and between-vehicle
effects.

The within-vehicle effects are those m the upper left-hand (first vehicle) and lower
right-hand (second vehicle) quadrants of the B malrix Each of these effects Is expected
to be identical for the two vehicles, and equity restriclaons are specified for correspond-
ing pairs of B-malri× parameters. Use is postulated to be less for vehicles primarily driven
by older persons (131,2 = ~s.6) and women (~51,3 = [55,7), and use is postulated to be greater
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for vehicles primarily driven by employed persons (151,3 = 155,s). Male principal drivers are
more hkely to be employed (154,3 = 15s.7), as are younger principal drivers (154,2 = 158,6), and
older drivers are expected to be male (153,2 = 157,6)" All important feature of this
specification is that, for each of the two household vehicles, VMT is postulated to be a
function of all three of the princ:pal driver variables. Thus, while driver allocataon is
endogenous, VMT is specified as a function of dr~ver characteristics.

The pastulated cross-vehtcle effects are those m the lower left-hand and upper right-
hand quadrants of the B matrix of Table 4 These reciprocal effects capture the relation-
ships between the characteristics of the pnncipa] drivers of the two vehicles We expect
strong negative relationships between principal-driver genders and employment status in
the between-vehicle effects, and tlus is operationahsed by specifying equated pairs of
reciprocal effects (~3,7 = 157,3) and (154,8 = 158,4). In addition, we expect that, if the driver 
either velucle is employed, the driver of the other vehicle is likely to be younger than
otherwise e×pected (152.8 = 156.4) Two-vemcle households with no employed drivers are
likely to contain retired (and therefore older) members. The postulated model is parsimo-
mous m that it has only Pane free parameters in the B matrix, representang rune pairs of
equated career effects.

The l~)Stulated structure of the vehicle-charactensUc exogenous effects ~s shown in
Table 5. The vehicle-type effects specified m the exogenous variable structure were
developed by considering vehicle-use stereotypes. For example, there are typically more
male principal drivers of compact and full-size p~ckup trucks, subcompact cars might have
younger principal dr~vers, and minivans are hkely to be driven by females Logically,
older vetttcles and higher operatang cost vetncles should be driven less, other thmgs be, rig
equal.

The major resmcuons applied m specifying these exogenous vehicle-type influences
are that the effects should be the same for the two vetacles It is a straightforward
procedure subsequently to test whether the model can be significantly ,reproved by
releasing these cross-vebacle parameter equaht3’ resmcuons It is also quite possiNe that
the charactensracs of the first velucle can affect the VMTand pnnclpal driver character-
lst~cs of the second veNcle, and conversely. The model was ~mttally specified by setting
all such cross-vehicle effects to zero Tests were then conducted to ascertain whether
cross-vehicle effects significantly ,mproved model fit

Examples of d~rect household effects to be tested include, principal drivers m
households wlth more workers and in lugh-mcome households are more likely to be
employed; use is bagher in households with more children and in high-income households;
pnnc:paI drivers are younger in households with young children, drivers m retired
households are older and less likely to be employed (although some drivers m rettred
households, such as adult children hying with their parents, could be employed), and
finally, households w~th three or more vehicles have lower levels of use on their first and
second vehicles, all else held constant The default restriction on all of these postulated
household influences involves equaUng the corresponchng effects on the two vehicles, and
then tesUng whether the relaxataon of each equoJity results in a significant model
tmprovement
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Table 5
Two- Vehwte Model

Postulated Dtrect Effects from the Exogenous Variables

Endogenous Vartable

Exogenous Ln Driver Driver Drover Ln Drtver Dr~ver Driver
Variable (VMTI) AgeI Gender1 Empl StI (VMT2) Age2 Gender2 Empl S~

Vetncte AgeI
Vehicle Classes1
Operating Cosh
Elec~c Vehicle1
RangeI

Vehlcle Age2
Vehlcle Classe~2
OperaUng Cost2
Electric Vehlclc2
Range2

No 16-20 Yr Olds
No 16+ YrOlds
No 1-5 Yr Olds
Toted No Children
Income > $60k
Ave Age of Heads
3+ Vehicle HH

F~rst vehicle effects of
vehlc]e characteristics on
VMT and driver allocaUon
(dense sub-matrtx, equated
w~th second vehicle effects)

Effects of charactenstacs of
the second vehxcle on VMT
and driver allocataon of the
first vehxcle (sparse sub-matrix,
lmtmliy specified to be null)

Effects of household
characterstlcs on VMT
and prmclpaldnver
allocatmn of first vehicle
(equated across vehlcles)

Effects of charactensracs of
the first vehicle on VMT and
driver allocatmn of the second
(sparse sub-matr~ mmally
specified to be nu1i)

Second vehicle effects of
vehmle charactcnstlcs on
VMT and driver allocauon
(dense sub-matrLx, equated
with first vehlcle effects)

Effects of household
charactensUcs on VMT
and principal driver
allocat~on of second vehlcte
(equated across vehlcles)

The final specification step mvoives the error-term vafiance-covanance matrix W. If
the unique (error) component of any one of the four endogenous variables of the first
velucle ~s correlated with the umque component of the corresponchng varmble for the
second vehicle, then we should find statistically s~grdficant coefficients for the ~ matrix
terms V5,1, V6,2, V7.3 or ~ts,7 That ~s, if what ~s not explained about a varmble for one
vetncle ~s correlated with what is not explained about the same varzable for the other
vetucle, these sub-d~agonal parameters should be found to be sigmficant The freely
estimated main-d~agonal variances of the ~P math× produce R2 values"

R2 = (s~,, - ~,,,)/s,,, (4)
where s,,, is the sarnple variance of endogenous variable t.

4. Estimation Method
Structural equauons systems of ~s type can be generally esUmated using methods of
moments (also known as variance analys~s methods) These methods proceed by defimng
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the sample variance-covariance matrix of the combined set of endogenous and exogenous
variables,, partJUoned with the endogenous variables first:

where S..~y denotes the vanance°covanance matrix of the endogenous variables, Syx
denotes the covanance matrix between the endogenous and exogenous variables, and $~
denotes the varlance-covariance matrix of the exogenous v&"iables. In the Two-Vehicle
Model, there are eight endogenous varmbles and 38 exogenous varmbles, so $ ~s a (46 
46) symmetric mamx. It can be easily shown using matrix algebra that the corresponding
varlance-covariance mmrix replicated by model system (1), denoted 

Y_~ = (I - B)-iCrSxxr’ + V)[(l - B)-~]I-I (7)
= CI - S)- rs (8)

and Er~ = $x~ is taken as g~ven The structural equataon system ~s estamatcd using the
variance- analysis normal-theory maxlmum hkehhood method (Bollen, 1989) The fitting
function for structural equations maxamum hkehhood method (ML) estimauon 

FML = LogIE(0)I - Logt$t + tr[SY..(0)] - (p + q) 
where Z(0) represents Z (equataons 6-8) implied by the vector of model parameters, 0. 
fitting fu~action is (-2/n) tames the log of the hkehh~d functton that S Is observed ffZ(0)
Js the true multivariate normal vanance-covariance matrix M_tmmlsatJon of FML 1S
equwaler~t to maximasauon ofthe hkehhc~l funcUon Under the assumpttons of multivariate
normahty and the model being correctly specified, nFML lS Z2 Ch stnbuted, providang a test
of model rejection and criteria for teslmg hierarchical models FuncUon (9) is mimm~sed
m the LISREL8 program using a modafied Fletcher-Powell algorithm (Joreskog and
Sorbom, 1993a).

Note that if we fit the unrestricted reduced form by regressing each endogenous
varmble on all the exogenous variables, then Z(0) would exactly equal S and FML would
be zero. Alternatively, we would get exactly the same result if we only ~mposed enough
restrictions on the underlying parameters, 0, to identify the system. All our models ampose
more restricuons than are necessary to identify the system It turns out that nFML xS simply
the hkelilaood rat~o test statistac for the null hypothems that these over-identifying
parameter restriclaons are consistent with our observed data.

Because four of the eight endogenous variables are dichotomous, the structural error
terms corresponding to these chchotomous varmbles will have unequal variances. Al-
though fl~e coefficient esttmates will still be conmstent, the estimates of parameter
standard errors and the overall model Zz go3dness-of-fit will be mconmstent (Bentler and
Bonett, 1980). Consistent esumates can be generated using the asymptotically dislribu-
Uon-free weighted least-squares method (Browne, 1982, 1984), but tlus requires a much
larger sample raze. (The rule-of-thumb is that the sample raze must be at least three times
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greater than the number of free entries in the asymptotic variance-covariance matrix of the
correlation mamx, that is, the fotu’th order moments; wlth 36 variables~ tins requires
approximately 3,250 observations.) However, Amen~ya (I981) shows that for moderate
sample sizes, the weighted least squares method may produce worse results than the
unweighted maximum likelihood esUmates used here. In an), case, the coefficmnt
estimates are still consistent, and they have been shown to be fatrly robust (Boomsma,
1983).

5. ResLdts: Two-Vehicle Modal

5.1 Model fit and structure
Tlue Two-Vehicle Model fits well according to the standard goodness-of-fit criteria. The
likelihood ratio test statisUc associated with the nun hypothesis that the esUmated model
is consistent with the observed sample var tance-covariance matrix is 210.5 with 237
degrees of freedom, corresponding to aprobabihty value of 0.892 Thus, the model cannot
be rejected at the p = 0 10 level The estimated g2 value for VMT of the first (newest)
vehicle is 0.115, and that of the second (oldest) velucle is 0.131. As expected, significant
positive error-term covariartce.s were found between the VMTs of the two vetncles (t-
staUstic = 11.3), between pnnc~paI driver ages (t-staustic = 8 4) and between principal
driver genders (t-statistic = 15.2).

The estamated direct effects between endogenous varmbles are hsted with their t-
staUstlcs in Table 6 This endogenous variable structure model is basically m accordance
with the hypothesis depleted m Table 4. All six of the witinn-velaicte endogenous variable
effects postulated for each vehicle were found to be statisucally significant, and five of the
six effects are equal across the two vel-dcles The three postulated cross-vehicle effects
were also found to be significant and symmemc.

Three addationaI cross-vehicle effects were found to be necessary for good model fit.
These are identified by the itahcised cells in Table 6: (t) if the driver oftbe first veincle
as older, use of the second vetucle is less than otherwise expected (effect [55.2), an effect
winch further links the influence of driver age on VMT for the two veincles, (2) If the
driver of the second veincle ~s female, use of the first vehicle is greater than expected
(effect ~1,7); and (3) if the driver of the first vetucle is employed, the driver of the second
vehicle is more likely to be female (effect ~7,4) The last two ef-fecIs al"e consistent w~th
the travel and acUvity patterns m many households m winch there are worlong male heads
and non-worldng female heads who bear the primary cl-dldcare and home management
responsib~htaes (Robinson, t977; Pas, 1984; Townsend, 1987; Golob and McNaUy,
I995).

5.2 Total effects
The total effects of the endogenous variables on the two-vehicle use variables are hsted
in Table 7. For s~mplic~ty, only the total effects on the two VMT variables, elements ~l ~j
and rlsj (] = 1 to 8) of matrix H defined in equation system (2), are shown. Results show
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Table 6
Two- Vehwle Model

Esttmated D~rect Effects Between Endogenous Variables
(t-statmt~cs m parentheses)

T F Golob et al

Influencing Variable

Influenced Ln Driver Driver Driver Ln Driver Drwer Driver
vartable (VM’rl) AgeI GenderI Empl Sh (VMT2) Age2 Gender2 Empl S~

Ln
(VMT,)

Driver
Age1

Dr~ver
Gender1

I~rlver

Empl Sh

Ln
(VM’T2)

I~IV~I"

Age2

Driver

Gender2

-0.0043 -0.131 0.179
(.-.4.as) (--6.s2) (454)

-0 0051
(-7 78)

-0.0065 -0.103
(-10.3) (-11.3)

--0 OO28
(-2 ]2)

-2.81
(-S.SS)

--9.693 0 506
(-21.6) (3 72)

00~7

-0.693
(-21.6)

--2.81
(-S.85)

--6.140
(-1S.9)

--0.0043 --0.131 0.179
(4.05) (--6.52) (4.54)

-0 0036
(-6 46)

-0.6065 --0.103
(-10.3) (-11.3)

Note Coefl~cmnts that are restrmted to be equal for the two vehicles are shown m bold type, cross-vehwle
effects are 1clentafmd by ltahc type

that drive,, age has a slgrdficant effect on vebacle use that is uniform for the two veNcles;
if either driver is younger, both the first and second vehicles are hkely to be used more.
In contrast, the gender and employment status effects are consistent and reciprocal across
the two velucles If the prinmpal driver of either vehicle ~s female, that vehicle ~s driven
less and the other vehicle is driven more, and ff either driver ~s employed, that vehicle ~s
driven more, and the other vel~cle is driven less, other ttungs being equal Thesereclprocal
pzars of effects are generally strongest for the driver’s own vebacle.

The tol al effects of the endogenous variables on the vehicle-use endogenous variables
~e hsted Jn Table 8. These are the coefficients of the reduced-form equations for two of
lhe eight endogenous variables, which are given by matrix equation (2).
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Table 7
Two- Vehtcle Model

Total Effects of the Other Endogenous Variables on the Two Use Variables

Endogenous Variable

Drover Age~
Driver Gender1
Driver Empl StI

Driver Age2
Driver Gender2
Driver Empl Stz

lnfluencedVa~ab~

Ln (VMTI) Ln (VMT2)

Total effect t-stat~sttc Total effect t-statistic

-4300358 -3 36 --000363 -2 79
--040013 -713 0 19975 5.33
0 20385 5 03 --002565 -310

-000116 -472 -000362 -291
0 35896 5 60 -028460 --624

-002098 -3 26 0 15278 384

The total effects of vehtcle age on VMT are strongest for the second vebacle, but the
effects are consistent for both vebacles" the older a vetucle ~s, the less it is used, other tNngs
being equal Also, the older the first vehicle ~s, the less the other vei~c!e is used as welt
The forecasting ~mphcanon of tlus is reduced use of the household fleet over nine ff no
velucIe transacnons occur Ifhousehold structure, income and employment donot change,
the reduction ~n the fleet VMT will be furhher accentuated through the negative total effect
of 6r~ver age on use TNs implies that households w~sbang to accommodate new travel
demand are more likely to replace a vehicle w~th a newer one; while households with
dechmng travel demand are more hkely to hold on to their existing vetncles.

The total effects of operating cost are ~mpreciseiy estimated, but the s~gns of the
wltban-vetu cIe effects are as expected. Also, a h~gher operanng cost for the second vehacle
lmphes a shift of use from the second vetacle to the first vehicle, but the coefficients in
the reduced-form equanons have relanvely 1ugh standard errors.

The avaflabihty of the SP use data y~eldecl reformation about the effect of a lirmted
range vehicle on annual VMTthat would not otherwise be avmlable from the RP responses
alone The effects of the elecmc vehicle (EV) dummy variable on VMT are potentially
important for pollution and energy pohc~es. If e~ther of the first two veNcles in multi-
vehicle households is a future EV, the model results imply that the EV wilt be driven less,
other ttungs being equal. Moreover, if the EV IS the newest (first) vet~cIe m the household,
the second vehicle will be driven more than otherwise expected Thus, this model captures
a shift in use from EVs to convenUonal-fuel vehicles, somewhat n’nt~gating the emissions
gmns of the electricay versus conventional fuels The magmtude of ttus cross-vehicle
substatutton effect can be assessed by using tl~s utfl~satmn model for forecasting m
comNnation wlth demograpt~c, vehicle transaction and vehicle-type choice models
(Brownstone et al., 1994)o
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Table 8
Two-Vehicle Model

Total Effects of the Exogenous Variables on the Two Vehicle Use Variables

Exogenous Variable

Vehicle A ge1
TypeI l~nl car
Typel Subcompact
Type a- Compact car
Type1 Mut-slze ear
TypeI Full°sine car
Type~ Sports car
Typ% Small truck
Type~ Std truck
Type1 Muavan
Type1 Std van
Type1 Small SUV
Type~ Std SUV
Operating Cosq
Elecmc VehacleI
Range1

Vehicle Age2
Type2 Mira car
Type2 Sub:ompact
Type2 Compact car
Typ% Mid-size car
Type2 Full-s~ze car
Type2 Sports car
Type2 Small ~uck
Type2 Std lruck
Typ% Mmwan
Type2 Stcl van
Type2 SmalI SUV
Type2 Std SUV
Operaung Cosh
Electric Velucl%
Range2

No 16-20 Yr Olds
No less thma 5 Yrs Old
Total no Cl~fldren
lncome> $60k
Rettred HH
Ave Age of Heads
No Heads Working
3+ Vehicle HH

Influenced Variable

Ln (VMT~)

Total effect t-smusuc Total effect

-4) 01301 -2 98 -0 00095
-0 23091 -5 33 .0 00043
0 01675 3 33 0 01983
0 08289 2 41 0 00710

-4) 01416 -2 69 .0 06500
-0 08733 -1 57 -0 00872
0 03025 3 97 0 01494
0 07210 8 35 --43 03599
0 08037 8 37 -0 04012
0 12686 2 44 0 01668
0 02095 2 05 -0 01046
0 23267 4 33 .0 02145
0 07242 6 74 -0 02177

.0 00057 -I 36 .0 00058
-0 25025 -2 51 0 09420
0 00153 3 30 0

-2 48
.0 10
3 49
2 39

-1 57
-2 32

244
-6 52
-653
4 12

-201
-3 25
-2 80
-1 31

1 25

0 00443 1 14 --0 03372 -9 34
0 00323 3 19 -0 16784 -3 29

-4) 000290 -0 59 0 02421 3 99
0 00140 2 26 0 00436 1 93
0 01319 2 46 -0 01784 -3 21
0 0

.0 09826 -2 12 0 02713 3 63
-0 06246 --6 43 0 05819 6 99
-0 08374 -6 86 0 05863 6 70
0 0

-0 01879 -2 01 0 01490 2 02
-0 03829 -4 68 0 12405 2 17
-0 05326 -5 30 0 05463 5 84
0 00427 0 626 -0 00860 -t 19
0 - -0.22579 -1 20

-0 00096 -1 53 0 00072 0 81

0 00956 4 80 0 00822
-0 00917 -3 41 0 04667
0 03060 3.30 0 03662
0 11339 4 i3 0 08506

-0 05129 -4 84 -0 04452
-0 00350 -4 24 -0 00545
0 11234 5 5I 0 10618
0 -0 04580

1 55
195
3 88
3 10

-419
-5 88
5 20

-I 59
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The range vanable also captures a reduced VMTeffect for all hmited-range vetucles
(potentially mclu&ng dechcated compressed natural gas vebacles in addation to EVs). For
hmited-range second vehicles, there ~s also a shift in use from the second vehicle to the
first vehicle

The number of household members between 16 and 20 years old has a positive
influence on VMT of both the first and second vetncle. However, the number ofdrtvers
in the household has negative effects on VMTofboth vetucles, possibly m&cating a shift
of use towards third and fourth vehicles in the household. The number of children ] to 5
years old positively mfiuences VMT, mostly of the second vehicle, while the total number
of children posltavely influences VMTof both the first and second vehicles. The income
effect has the expected sign, but, as rathe case of average age of the heads, the effects are
~mprec~sely estimated. Finally, as expected, the presence of three or more household
vehtctes reduces VMT of both the first and second vehicles.

5.3 Scenarios of changes in VMT implied by the total effects
The endogenous variables are expressed m terms of the natural logarithms of VMT, so the
natural exponent of each 1educed-form equaUon coefficlent represen~ a mult~phcattve
factor apphed to the endogenous VMT variable m question That Is, exp(Sfqj) and
exp(6fcsj) express mulUphers of VMT for vehicles 1 and 2, respectively, where the T
matrix of total exogenous effects is defined m equauon system (3), and 5j is the level 
change in thejth exogenous variable Some selected VMT multipher effects are hsted in
Tables 9 and 10.

Each scenario depicted m Tables 9 and 10 assumes that all factors not defined m the
scenmo remmn constant ] n the case of vehicle replacements, this mc!udes the vehicle
type class and operatmg cost However, to provide reahsm, when veNcles are assumed
to be replaced with ~dent~cal velucles w~th different ranges or fuels, ~t ~s assumed that the
replacement vehicle ~s one ;year newer.

Of alI the model pred~ctaons computed m Table 9, the most substantial effects are those
attributable to vehicle range and the electric vehicle (EV) designator In the case of the
first (newer) vetucle, a reduction m range of 150 wales reduces VMT by a factor of 0 81,
but there ~s no effect on VMT of the second vetucle In the case of the second vehicle, a
s~milar reduction in range of 150 miles reduces VMTby a factor of only 0 93, but first-
vehicle VMT~spredictedtoincreasebyafactorof1.15 The weaker second-vehicle range
effect ~s pamally caused by an offsemng stronger second-vehicle age effect Comb~mng
reduced range w~th the EV effect, the model pre&cts that ffthe first vehicle is an EV w~th
I00 miles range, W¢T will reduce by a factor of 0.58, and second*vebacle VMT will
merease by a factor of 1.10. If the second vetacle ~s an EV with 100 males range, VMT on
this vehicie will reduce by a factor of 0 70, but there will be more of a shift to use of the
first vehicle, w~th first-veNcle VMT increasing by a factor of 1.24

Given these results, we regard the SP data as prowgung useful ~mprovements to the
quahty of our VMT forecasts for future alternata ve-fuel vel~cles, and especially for electric
vetdctes. However, there were also some posmble hm~tatmns inherent in the data from the
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Table 9
Two- Vehicle Model

Exponent~ated Total Effects on VMT of Selected Changes in Vehtcle Charactemstics

Exogenous Change Mulnpher Effect Multtpher Effect
on Vehicle I on Vehicle 2

VMT VMT

Vehicle AgeI (m years)
vehlcle ages one year
replace with same type vehicle 1 year newer
replace with same type vehicle 5 years newer

Electric Vehlcl% (EV1), Range~ (m miles)
replac~ 300 mite vehicle with 200 m~le non-EV, i year newer
replace 300 mile vehicle with 150 mile non-EV, 1 year newer
replace 300 mile vehicle with 100 mile EV 1 year newer
replace 300 mile vehicle with 75 rmle EV, 1 year newer

Vehlcle Age2 (in years)
vehMe ages one year
replace vnth same type vehicle 1 year newer
replace with same type vehicle 5 years newer

098 099
I 01 1 00
1 07 1 01

0.87 1 00
081 100
0 58 1 10
0 56 1 10

1 O0 0.97
0 99 I 03
098 1 I8

Etecmc Vehicle2 (EV2), Range2 (in miles)
replace: 300 mile vehicle v, ath 200 mile non-EV, I year newer 1 10
replace, 300 m~e vehicle with 150 male non-EV, 1 year newer 1 15
replace 300 mile vehicle with 100 mile EV, 1 year newer 1 21
replace 300 mile vehlcte with 75 male EV, I year newer 1 24

0 96
0 93
0 72
0 70

SP experiment, wtach was mainly focused on the issue of vehicle choice. Respondents
were apparently able to reflect the general effect of limited-range electric vehicles on use
patterns through both the allocation of the vehicle and some adjustments to VMT. More
subtle effects on utihsaUon atmbutable to other factors, such as hmited fuel availabihty
(for example, away-from-home recharging for electric vehicles, or smaller numbers of
stattons fl~r natural gas vetucles), or chfferences in fuel operating costs, may" not have been
as easily captured using this experimental format Tl’as could have resulted in an over-
estimaUo a of range and EV effects, and an underestimation of the effects of, for example,
improved operating costs In fact, the coefficient on operating cost m our current model
is modest, implying that the range and EV scenario results would not be substantially
changed by imposing accompanying reahstic changes m operating costs. Invalidating this
result would require addtUonal research.
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Table 10
Two- Vehzcle Model

Exponenttated Total Effects on VMT of Selected Changes m Household Characteristtcs

Exogenous Change MuIt~pher Effecz Multtpher Effect
on Vehicle ) on Vehicle 2VMT

VMT

Number of i 6-20 year-olds
chzJd passes 16th birthday, no other changes

Children
bn’th of chtld, no other changes
19 year-old chxld moves out of home, no other changes

Income and Employment Status
income r~ses above $60k, no other changes
+1 head working and income rises above $60k
1 head working retares, income drops below $60k
2 heads retare at same tame, income stays above $60k

Ownership of a Third Vehlcle
household adds third vehlcle
household &sposes of third vehxcle

i 0! 1 02

1 02 1 09
0 96 0 96

1 12 109
1.25 1 21
0 85 0 88
0 90 092

1 O0 096
1 O0 t 05

In contrast to the range effects, the vehtcIe ageing effects are weaker for the first
(newer) vehicle than for the second (older) vehicle. If the newest vetucle m the household
as replaced with a vebacle that isident~cal an type, operating cost, range and fuel, but is five
years newer, the model predicts that VMT for that vebacle will increase by approximately
7 per cent, with very htt|e effect on VMT of the second vehicle However, ff the second
vehicle is replaced wath a vehicle that ts ~dentical in type, operating cost, range and fuel,
but is five years newer, the model pre&cts that VMT for that vehicle will increase by
approximately 18 per cent, and VMT of the first vehicle will shghtly decrease (by about
2 per cent).

Predicted changes in VMT associated w~th the scenarios related to household charac-
teristics are shown in Table 10. The influences related to the number of children m the
household are smaller m magnitude than expected, but the use behawour appears
consistent wath convenUonat notions of first and second vehacles. For example, a new
child places more pressure on the use of the second vehicle, the one that ~s less likely to
be used for commuUng
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In contrast, the predicted effects of income and the number of household heads working
are relaavely strong, especially in combmaUon The joint impact of an ad&taonaI worker
and a hJ gher household income is a prechcted increase of 25 per cent in use for the first
household vebacle, approximately half of which as attributable to an income effect; use of
the second vehicle increases by a shghtly lower 21 per cent. If one working head retires
andincome drops below the bagh-income cut-off, the model predicts that VMTof the first
and second vetncles will be reduced by the factors 0.85 and 0.88, respectively. If both
household heads retire, the prechcted change in VMT is only 10 per cent for the first
vehicle, provided that household income remzans above (or below) the hagh-income cut-
off. Fm;tlly, the presence of a third household vehicle has a modest influence on VMT of
the second veI’ucle

6. Results: The Single-Vehicle Model

6.1 Moclel fit and final structure
The structure of the Smgle-Vebacle Model is also basically in accordance with the
structured hypotheses Tlus model fits extremely well accorchng to all goodness-of-fit
cratena, the Z2 statastic being 41o82 with 49 degrees of freedom, corresponding to a
probablhty value of 0.757. The model cannot be rejected at the p = 0 10 level. The
estamated R2 value for VMTis 0 173. No sigmficant error-term covanances were found
between any pairs of the four endogenous variables.

The endogenous variable structure determined to be optamal m the Smgle-Vetucle
Model J s~ similar to the w~ttnn-vebacle structure found for the Two-Vetucle Model (the
structure depicted m the upper-left-hand and lower-nght-hand quadrants of the 13 matrix
shown m Table 6) The only difference ~s that an adchUonal d~rect effect was found
between principal driver gender and age: female pnnc~pal drivers of a vehicle m a single-
vehicle household are younger than otherwise expected, other things being equal.

6.2 Total effects
The total effects of the endogenous prmc~pal-dr~ver variables on VMT for the Smgle-
Vebacle Model are shown m Table 11. As m the multi-velucle case, VMT is higher for
younger~ male, employed drivers, but the gender and employment status effects are
relatively weaker for smgle-ve~cle households.

Finally, the total exogenous effects on VMT for the Singte-Vebacle Model are shown
m Table 12 Once again, these effects are similar to those found for multi-vehicle
households, wath some excepUons Patterns of use are consastent for eaght types of
vel~cles, but sports cars, nnmvans, standard sport utihty vetucles, and full-slze cars
exhibit & fferent use patterns in single-vebacle, as compared wath multa-vetucle, house-
holds.

Regarchng alternative fuel vehicles, the negaUve EV effect and the positive effect of
range on VMT are consistent between smgle-velucle and multi-vehicle households.
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Table 11
Single- Vehicle Model

Total Effects of the Other Endogenous Variables on Vehtcle Use

Total Effect on Ln(VMT)

Total Effect t-statistic

Driver Age -0 00396 -1 00
Driver Gender -4? 08037 -2 30
Driver Employment Status 0 11671 2 46

Table 12
Smgle- Vehicle Model

Total Effects of the Exogenous Vartables on Vehicle Use

Vanable
Total Effect on Ln(VMT)

TataI Effect t-$lallsttc

Vehicle Age
Type Mini car
Type Subcompact
Type" Compact car
Type Mld-slze car
Type Full-size car
Type Sports car
Type Small Truck
Type Standard Truck
Type Mmlvan
Type Standard Van
Type Small SUV
Type Standard SUV
Operatang Cost
Electr~c Vehicle
Range

No 16-20 Yr Olds
No 16+ Yr Old s
No less than 5 Yrs Old
Total no Children
Income < $31k
Income > $60k
Couple HH
Rettred HI{
Average Age of Heads
No Heads Working

-0 01574
.0 27808
0 09798
0 12140

-4) 00259
0 00639

-0 00706
0 26612
0 52883
045711
0 34705
0 31306
0 00000

.0 01223
-0 15136
0 00138

004246
003455
012448

-011225
-019112
010970
000833

-002178
--001071
005588

-4 I4
-5 97

1 82
2 26

-0 91
1 38

-1 46
264
3 26
3 86
164
2 98
0 00

-1 31
-1 58
362

258
0 93
231

-3 78
-5 19
1 90
1 69

-1 67
-846
221
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7. A Forecasting Method That Preserves Heterogeneity

This m~Jel is being applied in a dynarmc microsimulation forecastmg system (Bunch et
alo, 1996), where a sociodemograptuc translUon model and vehicle transactions models
are used Go forecast changes m households’ sociodemograpIuc structure and composition
of the ve:tucle fleets The use model is then exercised to forecast VMT for both the before
and after situations for the household The calculated change in forecasts is then applied
as a percentage change to the actual base level of use for the household in the before
situation.

]Even if the dynamic sociodemograpMc model predicts no change in household
charactexisracs (household composition, employment status or income), and the velucle
transactums model predicts no vehicle transacttons for the household for the period in
question, the present use model will in general predict changes in VMT Thls will be
attributable to ageing of the household heads, ageing of the vehicles, and possible changes
m the age categories of household members, particularly cIuldren.

The most effective application of the use models m a mtcrosimulaUon forecasting
system uses a"plvot" approach (described below), rather than the traditional approach 
using the expected value from a hnear model The plvot approach preserves heterogeneity
across households Heterogeneity resulting from spatial and lifestyle factors is to be
expected, some households drive more miles per year than the model would predict, while
others dr3 ve fewer miles per year than the model would predict.

By using the residual difference between observed and predicted VMT for each
household vehicle m the model estimation data set, we can develop household/vehicle-
specific raultlpliers that can be used during forecastmg. Such multtphers take the form:

= ( l O)
where t denotes the tth vehicle, and 0 denotes the "base year" of the forecasL which
corresponds to the original esUmaUon sample A new predicted VMTIs computed for each
forecasting period, and then "pivoted" by using the multlpher These mulUphers capture
effects from heterogeneity that m~gh~ be wassmg in the model, and preserve them in the
forecasts. One difficulty with this approach is that vebacte transacUons will occur during
the course; of a forecast. Appropriate rules have been developed for reassigning multlphers
after a velucle transactton, and these are used in our imcrosimulataon forecasting system.

8. Conclusions and Directions For Further Research

The struclural elegance of the models and their stalastlcal fit to the sample data prowde

support to our modelling approach. Moreover, the correspondence between pure RP
results (C,olob et al., 1995) and the present SP-RP results ~s encouraging. We are also
encouraged by the advantages associated with a jointly estimated RP-SP model that
simultaneously captures the endogenous effects of vetucle reallocatmn along with
perceived changes in utahsation associated w~th elecmc vePacle character~stms. These
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effects are not available from RP data alone The approach automatically produces
estimates that are consistently scaled, and yields reduced-form equaUons that are
convenient for forecasting utihsation of alterna~ve-fuel vehicles.

However, the SP questions m the 1993 household survey from winch these data were
extracted are pnmariIy focused on the ~ssue of vehxcle choice, and are potentmlly limited
in capturing the full range of effects on use attributable to fuel availability, peak and off-
peak recharge costs for EVs, cargo capacity, performance, and other vehicle and fuel-
system characteristics that might chstmgtush future vetucles These ~ssues are being
pursued through a second household survey, conducted in 1994, that contmned a ch fferent
vebacle-use SP protocol. When the 1994 data are avmlable, the robusmess of the present
model results can be assessed~ and hopefully the model can be extended

Potential selectivity bias can be accounted for m ttns use model by tinlang the model
to a chscrete type-choice model (see, for example, Brownstone et al., 1996). and adding
into the structural equation system a correction term variable involwng a transformatmn
of the household’s predicted vehtcle-type choice probabihties (McFadden et al., 1985;
Mannenng and Winston, 1985, Train, I986; Hensher et al., 1992). It ~s doubtful if such
a correction term would have a pronounced effect on the results.

The known biases m the normal-theory maximum hkehhood estimation method
apphed to dichotomous endogenous variables are concentrated on coefficient standard
errors and overall goodness-of-fit cnterm The fit of the model ~s not in question, and
hypothesis tesUng ~s subordinate to forecasUng capability m ttus research However, ~t
would be possible to use unbiased generally weighted least-squares esUmat~on (Browne,
1982, 1984), as implemented m LISREL8 with PRE-LIS2 (Jbreskog and Sorbom, 1993b),
w~th a slgmficanfly increased sample s~ze
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